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SMALL-SCALE M A N. U F A C T U R ?: 0 F TEXTILES 

A re~iev of the techniques by which low-grade cotton 
textiles ~ay be economicall7 manufactured within small 
rural comunities. 

General 

Textile manufacture embraces three main sub-processes - yarn 
manufacture, ~eaving or knitting and finishing. Technologically 
these processes have little in common and there is little, if 
any, advantage to be gained by combining them on one site. 

Where modern high-technology equipment is used the three sub
processes are of roughly equal importance in terms ~r resources 
required, particularly man-power. Where small-scale manufacture 
is practised the situation is very d~fferent in that spinning is 
by far the ~ost prodigal in the us~ of labour and most other 
resources. Using the simplest an~ least capital intensive methods 
of spinning and weaving roughly ~O spinners are needed to keep 
one weaver supplied vith yarn when weaving typical apparel fabri~s. 
Intermediate technologies can be used to reduce the ratio of 
spinners to weavers to about ~:1 but these necessarily require 
relatively high capital investment. High techn>lgy equipment, 
completely unsuited to small-scaie working, achieves rough parity 
between spinners and weavers and, of course, greatly reduces 'he 
amount of labour needed to produce a given amount of cloth. In the 
high technology mills or today the amount or labour r~quire~ to 
produce a given amount of cloth is from 1 to 10 tholll'~nd times 
less than that needed when using the simplest small-scale methods. 
Using intermediate technology can reduce the ratio to about 100 
times but only at prohibitive capital cost. 

Paradoxically the capi~al cost of high technology spinning plants 
is often lower than the cost intermediate technology machinery 
of equal productive capacit7. However, this situation cen be 
greatl~ a~eliorated in situations whP.re the textile workers are 
,repared to accept the cruder and simpler forms or intermediate 
technologies and where the equipment needed can ~e made locally 
by indigenous crafts2en. 

Yarn Manufacture 

SPINNINI'.: 

The t~rm 'spinning' is often applied to the whole process or 
7arn llltlr.uractur~ but in this pa1>er it will bl'· used as meaning 
onJ.1 the final operation in 7arn manuf acturr.1. The variou;J 
pre-spinning processes to which cotton ma7 be subjected include 
ginning. ~pening, cleaning, carding, combing, drawing and . 
penultimate attenuation. Thi need for any or all of these 
processes is highl7 dependent on the s7stem of spinning u~ed 
and to a 3lightly less extent on the type o! cotton. 
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1) The spin~le-a~d-~horl 

~ithout ~echanical aids the making of all spun yarns is slow and 
tedious because of the anount of twist which is needed to bind 
the tibres together and, of all the materials which are commonly 
spun, co~ton is the one requiring ~ost twist. Cottons vary a 
little in regard to the amount of twist needed, those with short, 
coarse fibres requiring more than those ~ri.th long fine fibres. 

The earliest spinners probably ~ade yarn in short lengths, t~isting 
the yarn directl7 between fingers and thumb but it was not long 
before the techniqut of spinning by means of the simple spindle 
and ~horl ~evel~ped and used. The equipment needed is nothing 
core than a simple spindle of wood or bone to the lower end of 
which is attached a small clay, stone or hardwood disc to act as 
a flywheel to facilitate rapid rotation of the spindle. The 
process is necessarily a discontinuous one. During actual spinning 
the spindle is suspended from the yarn and kept rotating as the 
spinner draws out the fibres which are continuously being added 
to extend the yarn. ~ihen the length of 7arn free betweP.n ~he tip 
of the spindle and the spinners u~per hand has bacome as loag as 
the spinner can conveniently handle, usually about one metre, 
he stops spinning and winds the length of yarn just spun on to 
the lower part of the spindle before returning to the basic task 
of drawing out more fibres and twisting them to form yarn. 

Factors which made the spindle-and-whorl the universal spinning 
device until relatively recent times are: 

i} It is cheap and simple to make. I~ i~ a crude but 
effec:ive device capable of giving many years service 
which can be made quite quickly with only the simplest 
of tools. 

ii} It is readily portable and with it yarn can be spun 
whilst standing, walking about tending sheep or 
riding on horseback. 

2) The great {or 'Cottage•) wheel 

The great wheel uses virtually the same system of spinning as 
does the spindle-and-whorl. In its most common form it conoists 
of a large, manually rotated wheel arranged to drive, by means of 
a cord, a single spindle carried in fixP.d bearings. The spinner 
works standing and, with the wheel and spindle rotating br5skly. 
draws out fibres to extend the length or the spinning yarn, 
~&anwhile moving away from the spindle until there is a length 
of about :wo ~etres or yarn !ree between the spindle tip and 
the !in~ers of his drawing hand. Twisting is continued until 
the yarn is judged to be sufficiently twisted and then, ~1th the 
other hand, he stops the wheel, turns it backwards a little to 
unwind the !ew coils or yarn on the spindle blade, and proceeds 
to wind t.he yarn just spun on to the lower part of the spinile 
before beginning th£ cycle again. 

Althou~h much ~ore productive, the great wheel has not t; anr 
me~ns entirely displaced the sicple spindle-and-whorl. Rffasons 
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for this sit~ation are: 

i) T .. is, :-ela.tivel7, a very expensive piece of equipment ..... 
to :::alee. 

ii) ... 
.L .. is not readily portable 

iii) It can~ot be used :.rhen walking or tending livestock. 

3) The Brunswick (or Saxony} wheel 

~he Brunswici wheel is a widely used embodi:ent of a principle 
of spinning by eeans of which twisting and vinding up the yarn 
can proceed together. The essence of this systea is the same as 
that used in roving frames, spindle-and-flyer fraaes and ring 
fraaes. The bobbin of spun yarn and a yarn guiding device are 
both rotated continuously in the same direction about a common 
axis with a speed differential such that yarn is wound on to 
the bobbin at the same time as the yarn forming between the 
spinners hand and the yarn guide is being twisted. The arrangeaent 
by which this is done is shown in Fig 3. 

~eing a more complex device it is even more expeLsive to make 
than is the great wheel and, like the latter, it is not readily 
portable. Because it is a continuous process it is simpler to 
operate and tiae does not have to be spent stopping the spindle 
in order to wind up the successive lengths of yarn spun. Against 
this advantage must be set the fact that power required to drive 
the spindle of a Brunswick wheel at a given speed is very much 
higher than that requir~d to drive the spindle of a discontinuous 
spinner. This i~ not a matter ~r details of design and construction, 
it is a f~nda~ental weakness of all such systems of combined 
~inding and twisting systems. 

3ecause of this the Brunswick wheel is widely used for the spinning 
of flax, hemp, jute and woollen yarns. It is not suitable for 
the spinning of fine yarns from long-staple cottons but is worthy 
of consideration for the spinning of cotton yarns coarser than 
about 12s English cotton count. 

4) The jenny 

The spinning jenny was the first device which succes&!~lly enabled 
one spinner to spin many ends (threads ~! yarn) simultaneously. 
Essentially it is little morP t'uln a multiple form of 2) a~cve, the 
great wheel. The fundamental principle is that of taking a number 
of short lengths o! roving (lightly ~wisted lengths ~! fibres 
many ti=es thicker than the yarn to be spun) and drawing them 
out steadil7 whilst continuing t~ introduce twist into the !orming 
yarns by rotation of a number of sr'i.ndles driven by a common wheel. 
Several, or even many, spindles may be ~riven by corde·trom a 
single • manaally rotated wheel a~d to enable the spi:iner to draw 
out a plurality of rovings a wo~den clasp (known as a clove) is 
prr1vided. Th-:: clove is mounted on guides such that as, with the 
spindle~ turning, it is.dr~wn back to attenuate·the roving it will 
rei:ain pa1·allel t(I the row of spindles. ·.4hen dt'l\wing out is 
compl~ted the spinner con~inue~ to turn the wheel, and hence the 

... ··· 
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spindles. until the yarns are sufficiently twisted. ~e then 
tu=-ns the wheel baclc•ards a little to unwind the few coils of 
yarn ~hich lie on the bare spindle blades. He next pushes the 
clove towards its initial position close to the spindles whilst 
at the sa~e tice turning tee wheel slowl; in the forward direction 
so as tc t~nd the yarn just spun on to the lower parts of the 
spindles. ne now releases the grip of the clove on the rovings 
and draws back the clove to free a short length of roving to 
each spindle. ~he clove is then tightened to grip the rovings 
and the whole cycle is then repeated. The operating cycle is 
ill~strated in Fig 4 and the arrangement of the working elements 
is shown in ~.;.g 5. Not call jennies operate horizontally. vertical 
arrangement~ are used where floor space is limited but, ~het~er 
horizontal or • ·rticle the jenny is a device easily built by village 
craftsmen. 

Together with simple equipment for the preparation of rovings 
the jenny, in its crudest form, will enable a spinner to increase 
his output of yarn ten-fold without incurring any greater capital 
investment than that which would be needed to provide th9 ten 
on-eat wheels which would be required to produce the S'illle amount 
of yarn. It is perfectly practicable to build jennies with 
~eater numbers of spindles but for purely manual operation the 
maxi:!lum nuaber of spindles which one spinner can manage is about 
twenty. This number can usefully be greatly increased if power 
can be used to ~ive the spindles during the drawing and twisting 
part of the operating cycle. Where power is available it is a 
si~ple matter to arrange that it is automatically harnessed to 
drive the spindles at the appropriate times leaving the spinner 
to operate the jenny during the remainder of the cycle manually. 
With this sort of arrangement a male spiJl!ler assisted by a young 
person can operate a jenny of u, to 200 spindles. 

5) The water frame 

The waterframe was so called because it was designed to be driven 
continuously by means of a water wheel. It comb~nes the continuous 
spinning device of spindle-and-flyer as usP.d in the Brunswick 
wheel with the concept of metering roving, similar to the roving 
used in jenny spinning, to each of a number of spindle-and-flyer 
units by means of pairs of rollers. A water frame is shown 
schematically in Fig6. In this particular form the roving passes 
successively ;hrough four pairs of drafting rollers to give primar1 
attenuation prior to the roving entering the secondary 
attenuation zone. The relative speeds of spindles, flyers and 
drafting rollers are so arranged that the fib1·es of the formi11g 
yarns are further drawn out in roughl1 the same wa1 as is done 
by the hand of the spinner in greatwheel spinning and in jenny 
spinning. The object of secondar1 attenuation is to draw out 
rref erentially any unduly thick places and tnereby improve the 
regularity of the yarn. T~~ degree to which this can be done is 
significantly lower than i~ achieved with the discontinuous systems 
and as a compensation r.,r this weakness ~.t ia necessary to provide 
roving of greater uniformity than is neftded for jenny ~~in~ing. 
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Li!ce the 3runs:-1ick :.,heel iu relation to th~ great :-1heel. the 
~ater frame is at a considerable disadvantage in relation tc the 
jenny in that much ~ore effort is required to drive it. For this 
reason it is seldoM used in C1B.nually driven form with more than 
four spindles and is onl;; viable for the spinning of coarse low
t~ist ::;rarns. It has, ho~.,ever, the very great advantage that. :-?hen 
power driven, it will s~in cor.tinuously and consistently for lon~ 
;eriods -..dthout any direct hu~an involvement. It is itself the 
spinner; the ~ajor attention ~hich the machine requires is occasional 
renewal of the sup~ly of rovings and the more frequent removal of 
completed bobbins of yarn. Beyond this , all that is needed is 
routine cleaning and lubrication. 

6) 'i'he hand 1:1.ule 

The hand mule, or 'mule jenny', is essentially a jenny which uses 
drafting rollers to control, and at the same time attenuate, the 
roving supplied to the drawing and twisting zone. This feature 
enables the machine to produce finer and more uniform yarn than 
is possible with any other simple machine. It is similar in 
~ethod of operation to the basic jenny but simpler in that the 
arr~ngement by which the drafting rollers are driven ensures 
precise feeding of rovings to each draw - a feature which improves 
yarn uniforoity and reduces dependence on the skill and judgeoent 
of the spinner. 

Li~e the si:ple jenny, the oule jenn7 can have a &reat many spindles 
but the ~axiaum number ~ecoo::tended for purely Manual operation is 
about twenty. Again as ~ith the jenny, this number may be increased 
to about 200 by applyir.g ~ower to drive the spindles during the 
dra~-1ing and t~-1isting ;ar.:.: of tile c7cle. The quality of roving 
~eeded for satisfactory c;eratio~ is the saee as that needed for 
or~in~rj jenny spinnin5. The greater uniformity of roving ':lhich 
the water frame demands is not necessary 

7) Frace spinning 

Thr&e methods of frame spinning are all refinements o! the systeo 
of continuous spinning er.ibodied in the Brunswick and in t:he water 
frame. -=hat is , simultaneous winding-on and twisting of the 
yarn is achieved by arranging that the yarn bobbin rotate co-axially 
within a rotating yarn guiding device. The refinements are all 
concerned with simplification o! the construction and increasing 
the speed of rotation. The throstle uses a very lightly constructed 
flyer similar in other ~1ays to the flyers used on modern speed 
fr&mes· In the cap spinner (sometimes referred to as the Danfor~h 
throstle) the ]arn is gui~ad by the lower edge o! a co-axial c~; 
as shown in ?ig 7. ~he ring fracie uses a v~ry scall ·:1ire ' travel!.e:-' , 
con~trained to cove round a circular track (the 'ring') co-axial 
~ith the spindle to act as yarn guide. This very widely used system 
i3 shown in ?ig 8. All three devices are used in conjunction 
with drafting rollers which meter fully attenuated r~,ing to them 
at the required constant speed. As there is little, it any, 
secondary ~ttenuation during twisting, a high standard of roving 
uniformity is necess~ry. 

.. , 
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:~e :::.~os-::e ~s :~e !::OS't e:,:.":e::.si"re ~evice to ~a!:e, it ca:t~ot be 
~~~r~~ed 3t 3~ch h!~~ speeis ~nd i~ ~equires ~or3 irivi:~ ;axer 
:~~= ~~ its ri7il3. :t ~ss, ~o~ever, t~o virt~es - it can be 
~..;,3 .. ;"i :o sp:..=: ~re~-:; so:: :::.:2.. :.·!irt:s ~nd it is not :.::?:i:il~: sensitive 
to t~e speed at ~h!c~ it is i~iTen. 

:'!':e cap frace is the cheapest -:o buil'.i a:id has a lo·.-1 C.ri•ri!lg 
power requirecent. It is also capable of spinning fairlJ soit 
f~ll yarns but, especi~lly ~hen spinning such yarns, it is 
necessarj for it ~o be driven at a reasonably constan~ speed. 
3ig variations in s~eed sreatly affect the tension under ~nicn 
the yarn is bein~ t~isted and this results in earkea changes in 
the fulness and the ~eneral character oi the yarn. 

!he ring fr3me is the cost difficult to manufacture because of 
the precision with which a number of small components, such as 
the rings thecselves, must be made and heat treated. Total 
manufacture by local village craftsmen cannot be reco?:U:1ended 
but if the few critical coaponents can be provided by specialist 
engir.eers it is quite possible to build the machines lacallj 
and i: s=all batches. In general the higher cost of ring frames 
is oore than offset by the higher speeds at which they will 
operate except ~here very full soft yarns are to be spun. 

Li~e ~he ~ater frame, all three of these devices when coupled 
to a source of rotary power will spin continuously !or long 
periods without attantion. Labour is reqvired only for the 
replenishment of the roving supply, removal of coapleted bobbins 
of yarn ~n1 gene~al supervision. At the lnwest level of working 
human rotary power may be used. This is common in ~ndia, a 
country ~ith a large and lon~ established industry based on 
cottage spinning. !he coming of large-scale, power-driven mills 
had a disastrous effect on rural economy. To counter this a 
;reat deal effort has been directed to the development of 
small-scale spinnin; machines suitable for cottage use in rural 
areas. ~uch of this effort has been concerned with the design 
of small, oanually driven ring frames and throstles. The 
smallest machine, known as the Ambar charka, is a very 
small ring frame very lightly constructed, mostly from wood. 
It is readily portable, has four very small spindles which can 
be driven, by hand, at 8000 revolutions per minute without 
undue fatigue. ~his is an enormous advance on single spindle 
spinning and, forty years ago at the time of its inception it 
was truly viable Since then continuing industrialisation of 
the countrj has progressively reduced the viability of the Ambra 
charka and led to a demand !or manually driven charkas capable 
of higher and higher ~roductivity. The result was the :--:ew Model 
charlta '.4hich has six not-so-small spindles. It is more substantially 
built, is heavier to drive ~nd it is not so readily portable. It 
does howev~r enable cottage spinning to continue as a rural 
industrr ~n India. 
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~re=sure :o f~r';he~ i~crease c~arka proiuctivity grew. and the 
:ny '=o -i.; :::is see?:.ei :o ::;? ::: i::icre:J.se the :l.Wllber of spindles 
of :!':.e ::e:-r !·:oael c::~r'<a. :: ::s.s, ho•.-1e•rl!r. appreciated that a ::!..~:-! 

of 1i~inishing r~:~r~s =us: oe a~plied to an7 increase in the 
:i~=ber of s~i~1l~s. :~e fo~r-:~i:idle ."1:lbar charka could be iri7e~ 
a~ 3~00 revol~:i~::ts ;er =i~u'=~ ~iving a total twisting rate of 
;2 thousa!l:i ';::.r~s cf ::-;is~ :;:er =inute. 7~e same a:!tount of :;:o:-rer 
3.pplied to :;. si:c-spi:tile :::-: c!'larka g;ives a spindle speeci of o!ll7 
6500 revolu:io:is :;:er =i~ute and, hence. a total twisting rate of 
only 39 thousana t~r::is cf t~ist per !llinute. ~"hen full account 
is taken of ';he hi;~er cost :;:er machine as the number of spindles 
is increasei i'; beco=es clear that to i::icrease the number of 
spi:idles of a har.d-cri7e~. small-scale ring frame beyond six 
~ould not be ~or:h~~ile. ~ccordingly developcent has core recentl; 
been directed to the design of pedal or treadle 1riven ring fraces 
with some success. 

:or either pedal or treadle driven operation much more substantial 
cethods of construction are needed but, except for a few small 
specialist co~ponents, such charkas can be ;..a.de in simple rural 
"'orkshops. !·!any are :io:-1 in u~e, mostly :dth eight or twelve 
spindles and ~it~ the oore successful of these, a healthy adult 
can oaintain a total t~isting rate of about 80 thousand turns of 
twist pe~ :inute. :~is is, of course, an enormous advance on 
singl~ spindle spi~~ing but it is a strenuous task which, in 
ter~s of job satisfaction is lttle better than driving a treadmill. 

:Ihere power is available these relatively cheaply built ring fr:es 
fra~es·are so~eti=es ganged together and driven by a small electr~c 
ootor. Co~only a ~ominal i~P ~otor drives !our frames, each 
of 12 spin:iles, at 10,000 revolutions per minute so giving a, 
total t~tsting rate of 480 thousand turns of twist per ~inute. 

~uite separ~:aly fro~ thi3 char!ca developmPnt considerable 
progress ~as been ~ade in the design of simple, low cost spinning 
machines to be power driven in small rural mills. ~hese mills 
are very =uch cheaper to build than are high technology mills 
and have the ~reat adv?ntage that satisfactory operation and 
oaintenance is within the capability of relatively primitive 
rural labour. The output per worker is very much lower than in 
high-tech ~ills and the quality of the yarn pr9duced is markedly 
lower. However, such mills are certainly viable in rural areas 
and the lower ~ualit7 o! the yarn is no real disadvantage in t!'le 
end uses to which it is likely to be put. 

There is experience in India· of the operation o! small-scale 
(~00 to 500 ringspindle) ~ills using locally made machinery. 
~hey have been tound capable of producing coarse to medium 
(10s to 2Cs} count yarns, ot adequate quality tor small-scale 
~eaving, at costs alittle lower than those of new or existing 
!ull-scale (25. to 35,0CO spindle) mills. As these costin~s 
include !ixed an~ ~orking capital costs as all direct operatin~ 
cost, such ~ills are regarded as a sound economic proposition 
and have attracted private capital tor their establishment 
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C~en-end spi~ni~~ is a develo?ment of the last 25 7ears, it 
is a ~ethod of spinning ~hich ?eraits direct winding of the 
sp~n yar~ onto very :arge pac!ca~es. :he most common form of 
open-end spi~~er is sho~n schec.aticallj in Fig 9. Card sliver 
?asses into t~e spinnin~ unit through a miniature dish-feed a~d 
is o-;:ened. by a licker-in type cyl .. _!!-ier, about 2f" in diameter, 
r~~ning at 6,COO to 8,000 revolations per cti.nute. The opened 
fibres are carried to ~he :in:I.er surface of tr.e spiuning pot in 
~n airs:reac ~hich is ::iaintained partly by the fan action of the 
licker-in and partly by the centrifugal pumping action of the pot 
itse· .: • :'he yarn is withdrawn through a fixed baffle plate 
~hica serves to ?revent ingoing fibres from being prel!lllturely 
attached to :he yarn surface. 

7he abilit7 to deliver yarn directly on to very large packages 
is a great advantage for large-scale working and much high-technology 
h~~ been lavished on the development of high productivity open-end 
spinning systems, Large package delivery is of little advantage 
in small-scale spinning but open-end spinning has three important 
attributes ~hich will be of value in small-scale working. These 
are, relative to ring spinning: 

i} Speed for speed it requires much less driving power 

ii) The ~orking elements are less complex and fewer in 
nur:1ber 

iii) The expensive pre-spinning processes of drawing and 
penultimate attenuation are not required. 

All three of these features are very desirable in soall-scale 
working and a great deal of effort is currently being applied to 
the jevelopment of low-technology, low-cost open-end spinnerr .. 
Several single spindle. tre~dle driven ?Dachines have been built 
as well as four-spiudle power driven models. fhese are designed 
to be made by rural craftsmen from commonly available materials 
in rural workshops. Operating experience to date has been 
encouraging and there is little doubt that s11Sall-seale open-end 
spinning, either treadle or motor driven, will be economically 
viable for coarse yarns. There is also every expectation that 
it will lat~r be developed for medium to fine yarns. 

P~e-spinnins processes 

The pre-spinning processes are: 

i) Ginning 

ii) Opening and cleaning 

iii} Carding and combing 

iv) Drawing 

v) Penultimate attenuation 

Only ginning is an abaolutely necessary preliminary when using 
any one o! the three single-spindle devices described above. I~ 
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:iil: co: .. ever e;~nerally be found that a modicum of opening, 
clean~n~ an~ carding ~s ~ell rewarded in terms of increased 
;rod~c:i~~t7 ~nd superior yarn ~uality. ~ith all multipla 
spin1le spinni~g devices all the above processes need to be 
e~~lcye~. to ~ greater or lesser extent dependin~ on the nu~bers 
cf 3;incles ;er ievice, the nature of the cotton being used ~nd 
the ~~ali:y o: y~rn ~esired. In modern large scale ring-spin~in~ 
~ills t~e cost of post-ginning/pre/spinning pro~essing costs 
roughly as ~uc~ as the spinning processing itself in terms cf 
capi:al invest~ent, power consumption and operative wage costs. 

At the ti~e ·:harvesting the seeds bolls the cotton fibres are 
very securely attached by their 'tails' to the seeds themselves. 
The basic objective in ginning ~.s to separate the cotton fibres 
from the s~eds. This can be done quite simply and satisfactorily 
by human fin~ers but, unfortunately, this is a very slow ~rocess 
bu~ not, however, impossibly slow in relation to single-spindle 
spinning. It is, therefore, completely practicable to gin by 
hand where over-riding circumstances preclude the use of a 
ginning ~achine. 

1) Siaple roller gin (or churka) 

The Indian chur!~ is a very simple machine. It consists of only 
two small rollers mounted horizontally at such a separation that 
seeds cannot pass between. them. The roller~ are rotated by 
means of a cranked handle and seed cotton is fed to them. T~e 
lint fibres ~re caught up by the rollers and drawn forward so 
that they are torn from the seeds, ~hich cannot pass between the 
rollers. oeing simple and crude, this type of gin can easily be 
~ade at low cost by village craftsmen and it is typically ca~able 
of 3 t~roughput of about five pounds of lint per day. 

2) Cther roller gins 

The Z.:acarthy gin is often referred to as a roller gin ana it is, 
in fact, a roller gin although it does not work in the crude 
way in which the simple roller gin does. A common form of ~acarthy 
gin also has two horizontal rollers but these are covered with 
very rough-grained leath.,;:!'" and are !!luch larger (8" to 10") in 
diameter. Seed cotton is fed throu~h a hopper immediately above 
the rollers, The rou$h leather drags the seed cotton past closely 
set doctor blades which ef!ectively remove the seed~ and allow 
the lint to go !orward. 

rn another !orm of Macarthy gin seed cotton is pressed ~n to a 
single leather covered roller !rom a smooth hc~izontal !eed plate 
by means o! 3 reciprocating 'pusher'. The surface of the roll~r 
is moving u;~·1ards 'It tbi.~ point and, i::ir.iediately :ibove the pusr.er. 
is a closely set ~octor blade oscillating in a r.?3nner which 
i~tnches the aeeds !rom the !ibr~s. ~he !eed plate also oscill3tes 
in 3 ~ay wr.ich allows the &~eds to !~11 clear whilst the lint 
is carried over the top by the roller into a receiver 
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~-:acar-:~y ~ins ;;.re ~a~e in a ~-1ide range of sizes. l'he smallest 
=a7 be cani iri~en and ca:able of a thr~ugh-put rate 20 to 60 
~ou::is o: lin~ ~ib::-e per ~our. Larger gins, ~hich ~ust be 
~o~er ~::-i;en. ~~~e ~~rou~h-put rates up to 2CO pounds per hour. 
:'he s:::a~2..·!!' si::es can ::e ~ade in rural :'lor!a>hops out the ::iakin.g
of ~ins ~: ~~e :~r;er sizes is better left to specialist 
:::an::.fac-:·..::-'?~s. 

3) Sa·.-; 

7he sa:-f ~i:: ·-rorks on a :-1holly different :principle ~.,hich at 
firs~ si~~": S?pears to be so brutal as to inflict serious 
ia:::ai;;e o:: '~--e ielica;;e cotton fibres. In fact it is no r.i.ore 
~rone :o :~is :han are the apparentl7 ~uch gentler roller gins. 
~he r,ri!'lcipal feature of a sa.'1 gin is a heavy, hori~ontal 
shait carrying from 50 to 200 ganged circular saws, typicall7 
about 12" in diaeeter and spaced about i" apart along the shaft. 
The saws project a little wa7 through narrow slits in a vertical 
plate :or~ing one side of a hopper within which the saws rotate. 
The feed cotton, in a fairly co~pact state, is piled above the 
rotatin~ saws, the teeth of which are continuousl7 engaging 
tufts of :ibre with attached seeds and drawing them through 
the n3rrow slits. As the seeds will not pass through the slits 
they are detached from the fibres and fall down between the 
saws. :he detached fibres are then stripped from the saw teeth 
by ~ean~ Qf either a rotating brush or an air blast. 

7ery large modern saw gins are huge complex machines each 
capable of a through-put of about 5000 pounds of lint fibre 
per hour. delivering this autooatically as wrapped, highly 
cocpressed bales weighing about 450 pounds each. Clearl7 
such large nachines are inappropriate !or small-scale rural 
working but quite small saw gins also are made and these are 
well able to deal with low quality, short stap~e cottons. 

OPENI!IG AND CLZANI!IG 

In ordinary full scale mill practice baled cotton passes 
through a succession of several large machines with the two-!old 
object of breaking the mass down into ver7 small tufts and 
extracting such trash as stalk, leaf, seed coat and dust. The 
broad principle of the machines is to strike and beat the 
cotton with rotating spiked or bladed beaters and allow the 
trash to fall out, by means of various stratagems, as the 
material passes from one beater to the next. These opening 
and cleaning lines are typically proportioned to have an 
output of ;co to 1000 pounds of clean cotton per hour. 

A modern coarse-to-medium count large-scale mill equipped 
with 25,00C rin~ spindles would be adequately served by two 
of these ~achines. Clearly this is much too large a machine 
to have any place in small-scale spinning. Just one of them 
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~=al:-scale :ills of 15~ locally ::ade ri::g spindles 
treadle d:-i7en, 6 spindle charka s;inners 
si=gle spindle great-~heel spinners. 

It is :~st ;r~cticaole to do all the openi.ng and cleanin; neede~ 
4ithout recourse to =achinery. For sin~le-s~indle spinners 
t~ere i~ ~o ;roo:e~ at all as each spinner can. ~ith advantage. 
be res;o=sible for all ;re-s,inning treat:ent of the gi.~~ed co~ton. 
For al: =~ltiple spi=dle spi:lners and s~all-scale ~ills soMe 
centralisation cf Fre-spinning processing is desirable. Sven here 
the openi~g can be cione directly by hand and the cleaning then 
done by scatching the opened ~otton ~ith light willow ~ands or 
the classical stranrr bow. 

As a core pleasant and less dusty alternative,o;ening can be 
done by one or t..,o passages through ~ locally ::1ade, single-beater 
opening ~chine. The opened cotton may then be cleaned mechanically 
using a siaple willowing machine, which aay also be locally ::1ade 
at modest cost. 

In mill practice it was long the custom for the opening-and-cleaning 
line tu deli7er its product in the form of a 'lap•. a compact 
roll of cotton :..1eighing about 40 pounds, 40 yards long and -10" 
wide. This fora of delivery is now giving way to direct shute 
feeding to the cards. These forms of delivery are very convenient 
but experience has shown that neither is suitable for small-scale 
working. It is 3trongly recommended that the output from the 
opening and cleaning pro~esses should be in the form o! loose 
open cotton, preferably in bins. 

The object of carding is the removal of entanglements which 
exist b~tween fibres so as to facilitate the smooth drawing out 
of fibres during later processes. The extent to which this is 
necessary depends on the ~ype of cotton, the fineness of the 
yarn to be spun and the nature of subsequent processes. For 
rough coarse 7arns it is just possible with care and great skill 
to spin on a sin~le spindle but this is tedious business and even 
a litt1~ carding before starting to spin is well worthwhile. 

1) Hand cards 

~or single-spindle spinners the equipment needed i$ just two 
hand cards - two flat pieces of wood, each with a wire-brush 
surface attached to one si~e. A small handful of cotton is laid on 
one card and the fibres are progressively straightened by a 
brushing action a~plied by the ot~er card. The layer of cotton 
may be worked !rom one card to the other until all major 
entan~lements have been removed, and it is judged that the 
fibres are sufficiently aligned. The thin sheet of fibres is 
then carefully removed !rom the lower card and then li~htly 
rolled to !orm a cylindrical bundle in which individual fibres 
lie substantially along the axis of the roll or bundle. When 
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enou~h cf these carded bundles havP been prepared they are 
joined ena-to-~na to form a soft rope vhich. because of the 
axial aligru::ent of the fibres and the freedom from serious 
entangleaents can be drawn out easily and smoothly in spinning. 

It is quite practicable to 1!18.ke slivers suitable for mu1ti
spindle charka spinners from material prepared using only hand 
cards. Although slow in relation to mechanised carding it is 
not slow in relation charka spinning productivity. A spinner 
vith a six-spindle treadle driven charka could card enough 
aaterial for a days spinning in less than one hour. 

2) Simple rotary cards 

The classical mill cards have a typical productive capacity in 
the range 5 - 20 pounds per hour depending on the type of cott~n 
being used. This is not inconveniently large for small-scale 
use but these cards are quite unsuitable for rural use. This 
is largely because of the high degree of precision involved in 
their construction and maintenance but also because of the fact 
that they are very easil7 (and expensively) damaged by careless 
or unskilled operation. For t~ese reasons simple rotary cards of 
various types are used. 

The simplest t;rpe is manuall7 rotated. Like a mill card it 
has a feed-plate and roller set close to a small licker-in 
cylinder which throws small tufts combed !rom the feed roller 
nip on to the surface of the main cylinder. The main cardin~ 
action takes place between ~he rotating cylinder and a small 
number of stationary, but readily removable flats mounted above 
the cylinder. A web of carded fib~es is coatiuously being 
stripped from the cylinder by a doffer cylinder which, in its 
turn is stripped by an oscillating comb ~~ ~sed in mill cards. 
This is the commonest way of working but ~~ny small rotary cards 
do not have means for automatic doffing c.f the web. These 
need to be operated batch-wise. A roughly weighed quantity is 
fed to the licker-in, this is automatically transftt:red to the 
the cylinder which is then kept turning until the operator 
judges that sufficient carding has been accomplished. He then stops 
the cylinder and carefully re11Gves the carded material in a sheet 

as wide as the cylinder and as long as the circumterence of the 
cylinder. Usually the sheet is then cut into str~ps longitudinally 
ready !or drafting on 4 s~ngle zone, manually driven drafting 
device. Where automatic continuous strippin~ of a web from the 
cylinder is practised the we~ is usually drawn through a condenser 
trumpet to form a sliv~r which is then coiled into a small 
sliver can. It is necessary to remove the !lats !rom time to 
time in order to strip them of short fibre and such impurities 
as fragments of seed coat. 

The great merit of these simple rotary cards is th&t they are 
cheap to build, very robust and tolerant of rough usage. Naturally 
the quality of carding achieved is far short o! modern mill standards 
but it is adequate !or a great many rural end uses. Typicall7 
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t~ose C3r~s in~en:ed to oe manually driven have a working width 
of about 8·• bu-: :.rner~ pover is available vorki.ng :.ridths of about 
2~·· ar~ ~ore :isual. :'~e frames are usually made from wood as also 
are ~he c7lin:ers ana the flats. The clothing of cylinders and 
fl3ts ~ay co~sist of sharpened steel pins driven through hardwood 
l~gs or, 1e~en:i.:l~ on local ava.i1ability. classical fillet 
clothi~; nailed to ~ooden lags. The flats are not screwed or 
bolted to the ~chine but rest ~ith their ends in suitably 
placed slots from ~hich they are easily removed. 

Cards of this general description but usually aore heavily 
constructed ~ith ~etal cylinders and main frames, haYe been found 
satisfactory for use in service centres set up to provide groups 
of charka spinners ~'ith roving and a1so in 5118.ll-scale llills. In 
these situation it is tempting to suppose that secondhand mill 
cards would be a better buy. Experience bas shown that this is 
not so because it is difficult to attract &killed card .. intenance 
men to work in rural situations and it is also difficult to get 
rural worker to accept the strict operational practices which 
are necessary to aYoid expensive daaage to card clothing. 

3) Roller-and-clearer cards 

Roller-and-clearer carding, which bas been widely used for 
many different fibres is no longer the preferred mill aethod 
of carding cotton. The reYolYing-flat card has largely displaced. 
the roller-and-clearer card on the grounds of the llUCh higher 
carding quality which it giYes. The quality improYement is 
very important· to the spinners or fine yarns from long-staple 
cottons. In the later days of the roller-and-clearer card it 
became common to card twice or to use tandem cards but, for 
most cottons, this became unnecessary with the coming of the 
revolving flat card. A penalty had to be paid for the improved 
performance - the expensive working elements are very much 
more easily damaged by trash in the cotton or by slipshod 
performance of the card tenders duties. For this reason the 
roller-and-clearer card is stili prefered r~r mill processing 
of waste and low grade cottons as well as for wools. It 
follows that it is logical that roller-and-clearer carding 
is the more appropriate for small-scale carding of cotton in 
rural situations. 

In general structure the roller-and-clearer card is very similar 
to the simple rotary card, 2) above, and the revolving flat card. 
4) below. It bas teed-plate and roller, licker-in, main cylinder 
and do!!er - the last three o! these having finely, but sharply, 
spiked working sur!aces. The important dif!erence is , iat, 
instead of the carding taking place between the main cylinder 
and a number or flats, several r•irs o! carding rollers are mounted 
close to, and above, the main cylinder. The rollers of each pair are 
known respectively. as the worker and the stripper. The worker 
is typically 5" to 811 in diameter and is driven at a low speed, 
the stripper, 3" to 4" in diameter, is driven at a high speed 
such that its working surface is moving in the same direction as, 
and at about half the speed of, the main cylinder surface. The 
slow moving workers act almost· as fJats ~o straighten out 

.• 
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:::.=~es ~~~si:~ ~y on t=e ra~idly covin~ surface of the ~ain 
..... , " - -=-- ,...,,. ·:• ~~ ........... ti;e the,.. -oici .._.:: laTers of fibre f'or • . ____ ... c. - ........ _.., ._._ ---- w .. - • 

:~·::::::~::..·.:"!.::. :~ese ::.~res are ::i:-th.er straightened by ';~e 
-;--.:-- -- ..... _._..,. ~..: .:-=-c~ ... ~ s~~i"!l~~~ ·-:hich., ~oving !!uch. !:.Or!! ~\li.c~ly., 
----·· .. : .. - ..... _ ----~- -~=-··o---.=i.:._- _.,. . .; ,...a-.,-..,S tloro.,... ~O -i..~ -~;.., 

_ .... ___ : : :..::-.;. .. :: _:;-Q_ .... .;.- ."; ----- .-~- - - .......... ·- ---- i--- ...... _ .... 
--- .. -- ·. -- .. - --· - -- ... 

:::: .::~·::..;::-::.:::.:- c: ':!':e car'i~i :-:eb is do:ie by eithe!" of t·;;o ~e-:hocs. 
C::~ ~= :~:~e ::.s :o ~=-!"~n~e t~at the ~eb is a ve:-~ light o~e ~nd to 
s~~i~ ~~ ==== ~~~ ~or:~r by ~e~ns oi 3n oscillating co~b =~fore 
c~~i:::z::.~~ ~~ i:ito a sin5le sliver by dra~ing it t!iroug~ ~ trw:tpet. 
:::.:: -:::. ::!"::;;.:;~-;~ ::~t:~o ! is to for~ a slightly !:teavie!" ··re~ ~~=

r"?-:o·:~ i ~ ==-~~ :::~ ic::~r as ?.. nm:tber of conti:iuous ~a:?.'is ·r:tic!:. 
c~~ :::.~~ ;~ ~a~e ;i=ectl7 into slubbin~s by ~eans of rubbi~~ 
ap=or.3 c~ :y ~~isting thea lightly into rotating cans. ~he 

first o: :c~se aethods, followed by drawing operations, leads 
to stronger an1 more uniform yarns. but at the expense of needing 
the use of a.rawframes and speedframes before spinning. 1'he 
second ~ethod offers the great advantage that spinning can be 
done directly !ror. the slubbings produced by the card. Although 
the resulting yarn is inferior in st?ength and uniformity it 
has a pleasi:lg fulness which is to be preferred in a number of 
en: uses. For rural situations lacking higher technical skills 
and ~ith access only to low grade cr-:.tons the roller-and-clearer 
card producing slubbings directly is cost strongly recoceended. 

For any syste~ of continuous carding it is important that the 
rate of feeding should be kept reasonably constant. ~ihen delivery 
is to be in the form of slivers or slubbings it is essential 
that t~e feeding rate should be kept absolutely constant or great 
dif!icult:r ·.1ill be experienced in maintaining yarn count uniformity. 
In oi.11 scale carding this problem is dealt with by feeding opened 
cottGn ~n the for~ of a tightly wound lap weighing about one pound 
per runnins 7ard. This is an excellent system but it is very 
dependent on the availability of an automatically controlled 
lap =aking =achine. Unfortunately, the design of these oachi~es 
is such that they will maintain the weight per yard of the lap 
very precisely under continuous running conditions. They will 
not work properly when run only spasmodically and they are 
very expensive to buy and service. In short, they are quite 
impracticable for small-scale working. ?or this reason it is 
recommended above, under ·~pening and cleaning', that opened and 
cleaned cotton should be delivered in loose fore into bins. 

As an aid to providing a sufficiently uniform feed it is recommended 
that each card be fitted with an open, continuously running, feed 
lattice boldly marked with transverse lines at uniform intervala 
of 20" or so. The operator will be charged with taking 
appropriate weighed quantities of cotton from the bin and 
s~reading each weighing as uni!orml1 as poss~ble between 
successive transverse markings on the feed latice. To facilitate 
the entry of the loose material into the nip of the !eed roller 
a liilht wooden consolidating roller •i1idely fluted and about 611 

diameter should be provided immediatel1 before the !eed roller. 
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~) ~evol7in~-flat cards 

:he revolving-flat car~ is basically nothin~ 3ore :ha~ a ~echanised 
for: of the si~?le rotary ca~d, of 2) above, ln ~hich the actual 
car1~~ ta~es place between the surfaces of ~he aain cylinder and 
a nw:iber of f!.ats set close to the cylinder su:::·face. ~his e:xtre::iel7 
ef!ective ~ay of carding cotton was onlf supercedei by the less 
effective systea of roller-and-clearer cardi~g because of the 
:echanical 1i!"!"iculties '-lhich were enco11ntered in attenpts made 
to autoc~te the stripping of short fibre and trash :rom th~ flats. 
~here ~as no shortage of ideas as to how this ~igh~ be ione but, 
even so. it was many years before a successful automatic 'flat• 
(~s distinct froo 'roller') card appeared. This breakthrough came 
onl7 when the ~achine makers realised, and the spinners were ready 
to accept, that much greater precision in manufactare, location 
and mai~tenance of all critical working elements if progress were 
to be made. The breakthrough was the now-classical revolving-flat 
card which became almost the universal cotton carding machine for 
full scale mill use. 

Because of its better carding performance the revolving-flat card 
was quickly taken up by the spinners of high quality, fine and 
superfine. yarns and· more slowly adopted t- spinners of the less 
deaanding yarns. The relative delicacy of the new ::a.chine and 
its need of great care in the setting of very small clearances 
between the various carding surfaces led to a marked upgrading of 
mill personnel.concerned with carding and an acceptance of the 
need f~r higher standards of opening and cleaning. Spinners of 
coarser yarns from lcw grade cottons continue to use roller-and
clearer cards. 

Clearly the revolving-flat card is not a oachine to be introduced 
lightly into rural areas where the workers do not already have 
a background and traditions of mill-scale cotton rrocessing. It 
~ould certainly be necessary to bring in a nucleus o! :ill-trained 
staff and to incur further expense in the pre-carding processes. 
Successful use of revolving-flat cards would undoubtedly improve 
yarn appearance and re·duce the rate of yarn breakage in both 
spinning and weaving, but would this be worthwhile for our present 
purpose? These features of better carding enabled cills to increase 
the number of spindles which one spinner could tend to about 1,000 
and the number o! looms which one weaver could tend to about 80. 
This would be gross 'over-~11' in relation to low-capital-cost, 
small-scale working in rural areas. 

5) High production cards 

Until relatively recently a typical spinning ~ill ~ith 25 thousand 
ring spindles required · ·ly two opening lines, each feeding 50 cards. 
The thought o! using micro-computers to control the whole cf the 
?re-spinning prncessing opened-up the further possibility of co~pletely 
un-manned spinning. The ~ajor obstacle to this ~as the necessity of 
having to have si=ultaneous !low through about ;o channels at the 
carding stage. Great pressure was applied to the solution of this 
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;roole~ and the ~odern high r~oduction card is now able to 
handle the ~hole ~roduction of one opening line. These huge and 
incredibly ex;ensiYe ~achines are nou single items in a machine 
line ~h~ch ~tarts with an asse~bly of bales ready for breaking and 
ends ~ith sliver ready to go directly to the creel of an open-end 
spinning fra1:1e. ..:..lthough tke concept and principles of open-end 
spinning could ¥ell fin:i appl.ication in small-scale t·here seems 
to be nothing in hig~ prodaction carding which has relevance. 

DRA'llING 

Coarse to medium count, full and lofty yarns can be spun directly 
froa card sliver, slubbing or roving but where compact, high-strength 
~arns are wanted the fibres must be drawn a.fter carding. It is a 
simple, low-power and low-cost operation which can be carried out 
by means of either simple drafting rollers or a drafting arrangement 
within which a small amount of twist can be introduced. 

1) Drawing without twist 

The simplest mechanical device is a basic, two-line drafting unit 
consisting of only two pairs of rollers with a fixed draft ratio 
of about 4 to 1. For single-spindle spinners even this is more 
than is strictly necessary. A skilled single spindle spinner 
contrives to provide the required·amount'of drawing continuously 
as the fibres pass through his fingers before entering the spinning 
zone. For individuals or saall groups of l!lUl.ti-spindle charka 
spinners the simple hand-driven, two line drawframe is ideal and 
one could easily oeet the needs of from 5 to 10 such spinners. 

The ~ethod of use is simple and undemanding. Four equal lengths 
of carded sliver (?!lade after carding on a simple rotary card or 
by means of a pair of hand cards) are placed side-by-side and 
passed through the 2-line drawframe. The delivery is consolidated 
into a single sliver of substanially the same weight per unit 
length as the original card sliver. The once-drawn sliver is 
then divided into four equal lengths which are placed side-by-side 
and passed again through the drawframe. This process is repeated 
until it is judged that the fibres are sufficiently well aligned 
tor attenuation to proceed saoothly. Four passages-. of drawing are 
usually enough. ~ere a suitable weighing device is available 
and the lengths of sliver used is standardised it is easy to 
maintain consistency of yarn count. 

For larger installations using a card, or cards, fed at a uniform 
rate and delivering sliver continuousl7 it is better to use 
drawframes arranged for continuous operation and with automatic 
sliver coiling facilities. The classical (pre-1950) mill type 
draw!rame is ideal except !or the fact that they were common~1 
made with six or eight deliveries per frame. For small-scale 
working the nWDber of deliveries should not exceed two. Secondhand 
mill machines can easil7 be converted to two delivery working, or 
local engineering companies can easi~y construct machines which 
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~ould be suitable. The ~eneral specification would be f~r three 
or four pairs of irafting rollers to give two or three drafting 
zones, arrange:!to give a delivery speed of about 100' per minute. 
Each. -:ieli-rery should have gui.des to keep separate six i::.~oing 
slivers an1 ~he overall draft ratio shcald be six. A ?air of 
calender rol:ers should be ;rovided tc consolidate the ~elivered 
:::i.aterial ~nto sliver for~ b: drawing through a truc;et. ~he 
type of coiler ~sed on mil.~ cards and drawfra.J:les could be used 
but this ~ot ~eally necessary for Sl!!a.11 scale working. Loose 
delivery into sz:a.11 bins is si:apler. 

Generally t~o or three passages of drawing will be needed. !n 
cill practice it was usual to achieve this by putti~g three 
dra~franesone behind another so that six of the cans delivered 
by the first fra~e ~ould be the feed to the second fraae, and 
similarly from the second to the third frame. For small-scale 
working o~ly one drawframe may be needed, the same material being 
passed three times through the one frame. 

2) Drawing against twist. 

For roller drafting to be successful it is necessary for the 
distance between successive roller nips to be just a little 
greater than the length of the fibres. If it is too great 
there will be a tendency for fibre movement to be initiated at 
the weakest point and for oovement there to continue until the 
now further weakened place has passed through the outgoing nip. 
This difficulty r.an be overcome by drafting against twist. The 
principle involved in this is that when a lightly twisted sliver 
is being drawn the twist tends to run into the thinner places 
thus strengthening them in such a way that fibre movel!Q!nt 
is more l~ely·to occur in the thicker places. By continuously 
introdu~i~g twist progressively as drawing proceeds the uniforoity 
of a sliver can actually be enhanced. Skill is needed in doing 
this as excessive twisting will lock up the fibres and merely 
result in breakage. 

This principle had long been exploited by single-spindle spinners 
and jenny Rpinners and can also be used to align thd fibres in 
slivers. A larger and more substantially made version o! the great 
wheel is used to do this. At the start of each draw the operator 
grips the sliver about one font away from the spindle tip with 
one hand and sets the wheel turning with his other hand. Re then 
proceeds to draw out the sliver to a length o! about five feet, 
ceanwhile taking great car~ to ensure that the amount of twist at 
any time is such that uni!orm. drawing will continue to occur. ge 
then winds the drawn sliver, now more proper!y slubbing,on to ~he 
spindle in a loose cop !ashi~n which will fa~ilitate overend 

unwinding from the spindle. Substantially the same process is 
carried out o~ a multi-spindle machine known as a slubbing billy 
which is basically a larger version o! the spinning jenny. When 
these processes are used roller type drawframes are not needed. 
Cne slubbing billy is adequate for yarn counts up to about 20s but 
!or !iner counts a second process on a roving billy will be 
needed 
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?en~lti=a:e attenaation is the ter~ applied to the :rocesses 
by ~eans o: :-;hi.ch cra· ... -n sliver is attenuated to suer_ a :iegree 
as is necessary be~ore actual spinning can begin. ~~e degree 
o: at~enu~tion ~eeded is highl7 dependent on the count of yar:: 
to be spun 3.Ili, to some extent, on th~ type of spinning syste::: 
usea. 

Single-spindle spinners are able to lllaXe fairly good yarn :rom 
cotton ·:hich has cerely been carded although, ~enerall7, the yarn 
:ri.ll be oetter and the ~ark of spinning more easily perfor~ei 
i~ t:te carder:!. cotton is :presented as lightly dra:-m ;:;live::.·. 

1) 3y slubbing bill7 

Where jennies or hand :nul.es are used for spinning it is usual to 
~se a slubbing billy to achieve the needed iegree of attenuaticn. 
~~is is certainly the nost economic ~a7 of ~or!ti~3 in relation 
to c~pital cost and also in relation to the use of technologically 
cc::::=etent :;:erson:iel. It does, hot.,ever, involve t:1e ·.ise o: lar~er 
!'l~be::-s cf . .,or~:ers possessing natural manipulative .s~:ills. 

So lon~ as the carded cotton ~as been :ofell 'ira•-m t~e r:inge o: 
fi::al :i::-a!'t ratios which a jenny spinner can :-tork: :-:ith. is ~roe 
2-;. - 10 to 1. ::i. other :sor:is the ~-reight per unit len~t!l of t~e 
slub=ing or rcvi:lg fro~ ~~ich he can s:in sho~l~ ~e zrom 2~ to 
1C ti:e::" t!l~t cf -:~e jar':! to be S!'u:t• For ~ost ~f~:.ci~!lt ":!o!"::i~; 

:~~ rovi~; s~o~li ~e ~re= 6 ~o 3 ~i=~5 ~e~viar t~~n :he 7ar~ :~ 
be ::;-;:un. .:..s the !'l3n:i =ule i :a !)rovi:ied -.1i th a si:::~le rcl:!.'?::
draf~ir.~ systeo the icgoin~ roving =ay be up to 25 ti=e~ heavier 
than the Jarn and, for good wor~, shouli not be less th1n 5 ti=es 
heavier. 

~lthough drawing and ~re-spinning attenuation again~~ :~ist is 
co~onl7 associated ~ith jenny or :ule S?innin~ it is e~ually 
suit~b:e for t=e pre~aration of slubbin; o~ rovin~ :or f::-1~e 
spinners. A 12-spindle jenny s~inner of meaiuo count r~rns (~23 - 20s) 
can easil7 io all his ot-m pre-spinning preparation using onl7 a 
pair of hand car~s followed by attenuation against t~ist using 
a single-spindle billy. These items of equipment are so simple 
and of so rugged a constru~tion that they can be oade by a village 
cra!:saan in two or three days. In use :he equirment is so 
robust that virtually no maintenance is needed. 

?or a service centre charged with supplying slubbings or rovings 
to a group o! spinners {jenny, oule or !rame) ~ore appropriate 
equipment would be a simple rotary card followed by a slubbing 
billy o! about 12 spindles. ,\gain, the equipment can be . 
locally made and in use would be almost maintenance-free. rt 
certainly would not require the presence o! technician or 
technologist once the personnel o! the centre had received 
initial trBining. 
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:re-spi~~i~5 3t:enaation by ~eans of billies has the disadvantage 
:~at it is a =iscontinao~• ~recess ~hich requires a modest degree 
of s~il~ 3ni ::an~al ~exterity on~he part of the operator. The 
al~ernati7e, t~e s~eed frame has ·the merits of running continuously 
anj o: requirin~ 7ery little skill and virtually no manual dexterit7 
on the ~art of t~e operati7e. It is however highly dependent 
on the services cf :oderately s!ti.lled technicians and of experienced 
spinning technologists. 

~odern high-draft s~eed frames are completely unsuitable for rural 
operation. 7~e ~ost advanced type of speed frame which can even 
be consi~ered for small-scale working is the classical pre-1950 
mill type and even this is too complex and too highly productive 
a 1:1achine for most small-scale situations. For successful operation 
it is necessary to have both competent technicians and in-pla»t 
discipline which will ensure a hi~h standard of operational care 
and working cleanliness. 

The Achilles heel of all speed frames is the mechanism by which 
the sof~, low-strength slubbiilg or roving leaving.the drafting 
rollers is packaged. For mill use it is convenient to wind it to 
form a firm bobbin, us~ally supported on a wood, paper or plastic 
tube. The great problem in doing this is to maintain the speed 
differential between the flyer and the surface of the bobbin 
constant despite the continuously increasing diameter of the 
bobbin. The ultimate solution to this problem was Houldsworths 
differential motion, a beautiful but highly co•plex and expensive 
mechanism. It is because of the incorporation of this device in 
the classical :ill speed frame that the latter can only be recommended 
for s~all-scale ~or~ing where competent technicians are available. 
Atte~pts have been made to build speed frames for use in rural 
areas employing si::iplified versions of the differential motion, but 
none of these has been successful. 

The most practicable solution to the problem is to allow the 
rovings to fall into rapidly rotating cylindrical cans, the speed 
of rotation of the cans being just sufficient to put the desired 
amount of twist into the rovings. The cans themselves may then 
be transferred to the spinning frame but it is generally regarded 
as more efficient to wind the roving from the cans on to bobbins 
before spinning. The construction of speed frames employing this 
system of roving packaging is well within the capability of rural 
wor~shops as also is the construction of simple roller drafting 
systems suitable for attenuation of slubbings and rovings. 

Most post-1940 mill type speed frames are equipped wit. drafting 
systems more cooplex than can be recommended for rural use. Th~ 
reason for this complexity is that, in the interests o! labour 
saving, high and ultra-high d\aft ratios are being used as a way 
of reducing the number o! speed frame passages needed. For rural 
use very 3imple 3- or 4-line drafting is much to be preferred, it 
will be found to be entirely adequate if draft ratios at a single 
passage are li=ited to 4 for slubbings and 6 for rovinge. Locall7 
made, power driven speed frames ot from 10 to 20 deliveries, with 
;-tine dratting and rotating-can consolidation ot the roving, are 
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used 'ler7 saccessf~llj in sc3ll-scalc mills and also in centres 
se~vin~ ;roups o: pe~al charka spinners. 

l!a.nu3.lly :;:owere!i c=:ar:tas of 6 to 12 spindles often have one 
spindle replaced by a ~anforth throstle spindle driven at a 
~uch lo~er speei. ~e throstle, which is usually at one end 
of the ro~':.", :·tinis ;nd lightly t:.,ists rovin~ made from slubbing 
•hich has been attenuated by the main draftin~ rollers. ..U.though 
this is by no =eans 'good' technology it i~ an effective expedient 
•hich is ~idel7 used in the spinning of ~eCium counts. 

Post-s~innin; ~r~c~sses 

In many circumstances the most practical way of packaging small-spun 
spun yarn is in hank form. This is easily and cheaply ttone and 
is acceptable to most yarn users. It has the advantage that the 
use of standard hanks, traditionally packed in standa:d bundles 
effectively indicates the count of the yarn and this is a very 
great convenience in rural and small-town markets. A further 
advantage is that hank wound yarn can easily be bleached or dyed 
without furthe~ processing. 

The only situation in which another form of package is to be 
preferred is where great wheel-. jenny- or mulespun yarn is 
going directly to a weaver for use as weft. These methods of 
spinning are able to produce yarn in the !01..:i of a cop, a very 
compact yarn package which requires no bobbin and is ideally 
shape to pass through the warp shed either in a shuttle or when 
hand thrown. ~his same package is also conve~ient when preparing 
warps for weaving • 

. 'P-AVING 

Modern high speed weaving machines and even the classical •automatic' 
loom are essentially unsuited for small-scale working. The 
common 'non-automatic' power loom, which is in tact automatic 
in that the basic operations ot shedding, picking and beating-up 
are ~utomatically performed (it is only non-automatic in that an 
operator is ~equired to replenish the weft in the shuttle !rom 
time to time) is suitable for small-scale mill use. It may also 
be considered !or cottage use where power is available. It may 
even be treadle driven but this is h~avy work and it is better 
to use lightweight versions of essentially the sal!le machine ~.,hich 
are specially built tor raa~ual operation. These latter are al~ost 
~s productive as the classical mill power loom and very much 
cheaper to make. They also require virtually no skill to operate. 

Looms of this sort, although they ~eave good cloth and give high 
operative productivit1, are not the ideal small-scale weaving 
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:achine for use in every situation. One important reason is that, 
although cheap in r~lation to full scale mill looms, they are not 
cheap ~n relation to rural wages. Another, almost equally important, 
reason is that the nature of the work is sheer drud~ery - treadmill 
work ~ithout any o~ the satisfactions which the exercising of a 
craft skill can give. There is a great deal to be said in favour 
of the use of pri~itive looms which, as they can be easily and 
cheaply built locally, can be wholly owned by the weaver himself. 

The cost durable and highly productive form of primitive looa is 
the 18th century ~uropean frame loom. Carefully and substantially 
built from seasoned hardwood it will give a lifetimes service. 
It is a viable !llaChine in its original form with hand thrown .. '.1eft 
insertion and when fitted with a fly shuttle mechanism it will 
weave at about half the speed of a simple mill powerloom. This 
high standard of construction is by no means essential. 7ery 
crudely ::iade looms from unseasoned wood work quite well and so 
also does the pit looa. This latter uses the ground as a frame 
and the weaving takes place only a few inches above the ground 
a pit having been dug in such a position that the weaver can sit 
close to the breast beam with his knees below the cloth. 

The need for a frame strong enough to maintain a tension in the 
warp and ~ermit beating-up of the weft limits the portability of 
a loom. This.is overcome in the back-strap loom. In this arrangement 
the as_ yet unwoven end of the warp is anchored to a pest or peg 
driven into the ground. The weaver, seated on the ground, holds 
the warp taut by means of a harness which passes round his back. 
The shedding of the warp is done by manipulation of lease rods. 

Another type of loom which does not need an integral frame is 
the warp weighted loom. Here the weaver works standing facing 
t~e cloth which, held out to width by a batten, hangs from a 
tree or, if indoors, from a roof beam. The as yet u: ·oven part 
of the warp hangs down below the level at which weft is inserted 
and is tensioned by weights, often of stone or earthenware, attached 
to groups of warp threads. This method of weaving is popular 
with seasonal migratory workers. 

As with the weaving process itself, modern mill methods of ~.,arp 
preparation are quite unsuited to small-scale wo1·king. '?here are 
however, a great mnny ways of preparing warps and ther• car be no 
dif!iculty in selecting one appropriate to an1' scale of "'1<>.rking. 
At the highest level of capacity which may be regarded as small-scale 
it is .,,orthwhile to build a very simple r~tary ·~eaming ~achine and 
follow this with an equally simple si~ing machi~e. In trcpical 
countries, working at low speeds, it is sometimes possible to 
dispense with drying c7linders and allow the sized warps to 
dry naturally passing through the air. If this is not possible 
a single drying cylinder heated internally by kerosene pressure 
burners can be ~~ed. ~lternative~y the war~ can be dried by leading 
it throu~h a d~ying chimney or tunnel exter~ally heated by !ire 
or by ~erosene burners. This sort of equipment is suitable !or 
a small-scale weaving mill or for a service centre preparing w3r~s 
~or groups of very-small-scale weavers. 
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.Sr.:3.l: €!'o~:;:s o: ··:e::i.vers, i!!'.ii·J'i:iuall7 :..-or~d:i~ ~r:i~e loo!!ts. :·dth 
er ·.-:i :::~'.1 ': :1:: s!:'.lttles. ::::rre :o·l~::: it satisfactory to ca vs a 
co::!!:o::.:: .. a~"'lne~ 

9 
·rer:; 5i:::ple O~==-~ :.,i:td.er. ~3.ch ·.'leaver :;ill ··!ind 

:: b~::l::" :::" :-t:..~ o·.-1n ·..:.se :Jn.:i t~-:!~ 3i::a !.t ::rog~essively in s!!ort 
:e~;t~3 usi!!~ ~ ;a1 or ~ cr'.lsh to a:-ply the size, each sized length 
bei!!~ ::ft to irJ ?:at~ral:y oe:ore ~oin~ or. to the ne~t len;th. 
3i:=i:::.r ~~o::~s ::ot o·.in:!..=:.~ ~ :-1i::.::er :-1ill have an array of 3tout 
~e~s :i:.:ed i!! :i '.-tall or ;:os:s 'iri·J'en into the ground. -:;ach ~;eaver 
· . ..-ill :;:re:;:!lre :'.:is o:-1n ·.;arps oy :;:assii:q y~rns round each of the end. 
:;:egs ~n:i ;assi!!~ on one siie or the other of the inter~ediate 
:;:egos of -:he arra~r. ··!hen the req:.oired nu~'ber of ends have been 
·.-rou?:i :!:e :isse~ol:; of yarns is sli:;:::_:;ed fro!!t one of the end pe~s 
:m:i ·-:o:.!!!'i into a coapact ball. ~ease strings having been inserted 
oefcr= ~e~ovin~ the yarn ~ssem'bl7 from the Fe~s the·~eaver now 
has a ball ·-rarp ·.-rhich is very robust and easily handled. 

The len~th of ~arp which it is most economic for a weaver is 
bound up ~ith the a:ount of fixed capital employed, the rate of 
cloth ;roduction and operative ~age rates. In round figures 
the len;th a;:;:ropriate for small-scale power-loom ·.-reavin~ is 
se•rer!l;_ '.'::.md.re<i :•ards. ?or ~anuall:r operated frame loom ·;eavin~ 
;. le::~-::: ·:et·:een 5C and 100 yards is !!tore suitable. ?or users 
o~ ~=~~ ~:-i:it7e looms t~e ~ref~rred len~ths are ~re very ~uch 
sho~te~. )o 3~c~t i~ fact t~at ~t is desirable to =a~e the 
lenf;t!: :. ::;i~;:l-? '.".!ulti;le of the len:;th in ~,rhich the cloth ·-rill 
be ~sei. ~it loo~ weavers ~re socati~es content to use warps 
~'!:!': :o::.g encu:?;h to ··:eave a singl~ 'iress length, alt:1ou~h it is 
~or'? cc'."."!:'.:On ';.:: ·:eave t· :o (or ~erha-;:s three) lengths from each 
··r:.r-.. ~~ese •1ery shor:; warps are easily and quickly prepared 
needed 'Jy .. .,ind.ing round small arrays of ~egs and then tr::.1.nsfer 
';~e :-esultin; ··r::irp directly to the loo::i. .L! sizing is required. 
it i.; :.:::?n, ·:it:: ::ad llr "::r:ish, act;.;ally on t'.'le loo'.':!. 

·.-:e:t ·_::-e?aratio:?. al.so invol'les consideration of t!!e local 
rel:;i tio:is=:i:;: 'n-::·.-:een ca::_:ii ';al co3ts and wage rates. ·faere 
~r-?::io;; ·-:~eel, : a:i.ny or =iule s;_Jun yarn in co:;: for!!! is ::..vailable 
no ~eft ;reparation is r.ee1ed. Co's use no bobbins and can be 
used ii:-~ctly in every type of looc suitable for small-scale 
rt•r:il ·.-re.::i.·.·ing. -rhey ca.n also be used in automatic loorns wor~ting 
on the shuttle-change (as distinct from the pirn change) system 
of :l'.ito~atic · .. 1eft replenishment. Frame-spun yarn is al:nost al·:1ays 
re~oved fro~ the bobbins on which it has been spun and is available 
to ~ea'lars o:i.ly in han~ foro. It is necessary then for the ~eaver 
';o r!~ini it ~nto co~ or ~irn for=. 

?er 3=~11-sc~le ~eavin; ~ills usin~ :;:ower loo~s it is ~orth~hile 
':.:> •.xse .3i::::;:l<? ~o·.-1er-ririven pirn ""inders. ~hg most wi;iely used 
':y-;e ··finds i'ro::: hanks ~ounted on readily detachable, light swifts. 
~~chines of this sort are easily built in rural workshops with 
!rco 6 to 20 deliveries. Typically one operator is needed to 
tend frcm 6 to 10 deliveries. 3i~ilar m3chines may be used by 
groups of individual frame-loom weavers but it is usual here for 
eac~ weaver to want to prepare his own pirns. This can be done 
very quickly and easily on a single spindle, driven !roa a treadled 
or ~and turned wheel. This device, o!ten based on a bicycle wheel, 
is very cheap to build and is capable o! meeting the needs o! all 
small-scale weavers. 
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C~ cotton textiles pro~uced by small-scale methods ~any ~ill go 
into service ~itho~t having been given any finishing treatment. 
L:t :act :tost :inishing treataents when properly appliej and.er 
iieal conii:icns and closely sapervised do not d~oa~~ the oateri~l. 
It is, however, trae that :any finishing processes ~hen carrie~ 
out cr~iely under :ri:titive conditions can be very da!!:aging 
inieed. For t~is reason only the relatively simple ~recesses 
iisc~sse~ belo~ are ex~ected to be relevant to small-scale 
r~ral industry needs. 

It cay seec paradoxical to regard yarn dyeing, which is done before 
weaving, as a finishing process but, nevertheless, this is how 
it is regarded. Colour-woven cloths are generally =ore highl7 
prized than are prints,and yarn dyeing enables a weaver to produce 
such attractive fabrics as stripes, checks, ginghams and tartans 
as colJur woven materials. The dyeing of yarn in hank form is 
a cheap and simple process. The only equipment needed is a vessel 
in which the dye liquor can be heated and two sticks. The two 
stic~s are held horizontally and parallel just above the vessel. 
The hanxs of yarn are hung from the sticks and immersed in the 
liquor. 3y joggling the sticks the hanks are kept moving through 
the liquor in order to achieve uniform dyeing. ';ihen it is judged 
that the dyestu!r is adequately fixed the hanks are removed from 
the liquor, soaped, washed-off and then allowed to dry. 

2) Scouring and bleaching 

Before eit. ?r bleaching or dyeing can be done satisfactorily it 
is necessary to scour the cloth. If the warp was sized before 
weaving the !irst task is to remove the size. This is most 
easily done by the use of enzymes to break down the starches in 
the size. Very little equipment is needed. The enzyme is padded 
on to the cloth which is then rolled up and left in a warm place 
to allow the enzymes to do their work. If enzymes are not available 
The size can be removed by a long and vigorous hot wash with 
alkaline liquors. ·:lith the size removed scouring is only a matter 
of removing minor impurities such as specks of seed coat and 
waxy, fatty '~i oil7 substances by washing. Depending on the 
auantities of cloth to be treated the cost of the equirment 
needed ranges !roe a simple heated vessel and a wooden paddle 
to a mechanically agitated washing machine such as can be built 
locally. 1/here the quantities involved are sufficient to warrant 
the use of a washing machine it is worthwhile to have also a 
centrifugal hydro-extractor. This too can be made locally. 

';11th scouring completed bleaching may be begun. It is usual to 
recognise two standards of bleaching - bleaching for colour and 
bleaching for white. ilhen bleaching !or r.olour it is only necessary 
to achieve such a standard o! whiteness as will permit subsequent 
dyeing to achieve bright clear colours. Bleaching to produce a 
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~ure ~hite is ~ore deaanding but the processi~g in7olved is 
essenti~ll:r the sa::ie but t~:es longer. "fery rapid :i.ethods o: 
bleachiu~ are ~sed by large-scale finishers but for s~all-scale 
:-1or:d.ng slower ~ethods are :i.ore suitable. A reco!!!!:!ended ~rocess, 
~hich is chea~ ~d reasonabl7 rapid, is to pad the cloth to 
saturation wit~ a chlorine based bleachin~ li~uor ~nd leave it 
fct" a fe..., hours until the desired iie~ree of ·.-1hiteness has 'bee:? 
reached. Juri:?g t~is ti~e the cloth shoul~ not je in contact 
with cetals and for ~~is reason ~~ is usual to have a tiled 
cistern into which the saturated cloth can ce piled and left 
whilst the liquor does its work. Illl:!lediately after bleaching 
the cloth ~ust be rinsed, preferably in running water to re~ove 
all traces of the bleach liquor. 

~!here the climate is favourable natural bleaching can be used. :his 
involves nothi~g ~ore than laying the cloth outdoors to be bleache1 
by the action of direct sunlight. The cloth is left out day and 
n~ght and , depending on the degree of whiteness required and the 
intensity of the sunlight the process takes several weeks. The 
process can be speeded up by damping the cloth vith a weak acid 
solution. Sour ~ili is sometimes used but dilute sulphuric acid 
is generally cheaper and more effective. Even after natural bleaching 
thorough ~~nsing is necessary 

3) Piece dyeing 

The equipment needed for efficient piece dyeing depends on the 
scale of operations. :'1hen dealing with very short pieces it is 
possible to work with nothing more than a heated vessel and a 
wooden paddle. The cloth is fully immersed in the dye liquor and 
agitated with the paddle as the temperature is raised and this is 
continued until the dyestuff is fixed. For longer pieces a larger 
heated beck is needed and the cloth is passed to and fro through 
the dye liquor either in rope form or in open width. The latter 
will generally give more uniform dyeing but, of course, requires a 
wider beck and effective cloth guiding means. The simplest ~-1ay of 
dyeing in open width is the jigger system in which the cloth is 
drawn,from a roll, through the dye liquor and then rewound on to 
a second roll on the other side of the ~eek. This can be done 
manually or under power with automa~ic reversals. For dyeing 
in rope for~ a winch machine is commonly used. In addition to 
a beck a winch roller is needed mounted direct~y above the 
beck. The ends of the rope of cloth are joined by a temporary 
sewin~ to form a loop which passes round the winch roller. ?·Yost 
of the cloth is immersed in the dye liquor and the rotating 
winch roller keeps the loop of cloth circulating in and out of 
the liquor. The winch roller need be nothing more than a light 
wooden paddle wheel. Both the jigger aud the winch are machines 
which can easily be built by local craftsmen an' require little 
in the way of maintenance. EYen where pieces are woven short 
they can be efficiently dyed by jigger or winch by the simple 
expedient by joining them together, end to end, by temporary 
sewings. 

Although individual weavers, or small groups of weavers, can dye 
their own cloths it is generally found to be more economic to leave 
the work to someone specialising· in dyeing. 
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4} Printing 

Kodern ~uto~atic prir.ting ~achin~s have no place in small-scale 
textile ~anufacture but printing by hand can be a viable business 
re~u~ring little fixed-capital investment. There are two very 
~ifferent oethods of prjnting which are suitable for small-scale 
r~ral use - hand ~lock printing and flat screen printing. 

~ani block printing is still tofidely used where exclusive patterns 
are required. ~he pattern to be printed is carved, standing in 
relief, from the surface of a substantial block of finely-grained 
hardwood. The raised pattern s smeared with a colour p~ste and 
then pressed firal.y on to the cloth. It is important ~o have a good 
flat surface immediately beneath the part of the cloth being printed 
as, in practice, it is common to strike the block with a mallet to 
ensure that the colour will be driven well into the cloth. This 
procedure can be carried out single-handed but an assistant to move 
the cloth as the work prcceeds is recommended. Where more than 
one colour of printing is involved a separate printing block is 
made for each colour. 

The screens used in flat-screen printing may be cf silk, nylon or 
fine-wire mesh and are secured in rectangular frames as long as 
the length of the pattern repeat and as wide as the cloth to be 
printed. A screen is prepared for each colour needed in a pattern 
in such a way that where colour is not required the interstices 
of the scr~en are sealed with a starch or a varnish. The cloth is 
laid on a table, a screen is correctly placed on the cloth and 
colour is applied through the open parts of the screen by means 
of a brush or a squeegee. As the sharpness of definition of the 
pattern is lii:lited by t~e coarseness of the screen mesh, !ine 
detail cannot be printed so well as by blcck printing. It is, 
however, adequate for ~ost purposes and, on the r.redit side is 
the fact that it is ~uch easier to prepare a screen than to carve 
a wood bloc!.c. 

December 1987 
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~{>indle-and-~-!hor 1 

Fig 2 

The sninni.:lg prinei:Dle of the 

Great •.flleel and the Jenn1 
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(2) 

(3) 

l.S Cycle of operations of the jenny: 
(1) After lay-on at the end of the 

preceding cycle 
(2) Ready to begin the draw 
(3) At the end of the draw 
(4) Ready to begin wind 
(5) Winding completed 

Fig 4 The o~erati:ls cycle of the Jenny 

Fig 5 The ~orkins elements o! the Jennz 
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Fig 6 

An early !orm o! :tater Frame 
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Fig ? 

The Danforth Throstle 
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Fig 8 

Fig 9 

The working elements ot a 

common tor:11 ot Open End Spinner 

Ring Spinning 
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